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ScheduleMovie
J U N E 2 0 2 1

JUNE 5TH
Beginning of the End (B&W) 1957
This 1957 independently made science fiction film was produced and
directed by Bert I. Gordon. He loves everything BIG! The flick stars Peter
Graves, Peggie Castle, and Morris Ankrum. Graves plays an agricultural
scientist who successfully grows gigantic vegetables using radiation. The
problem is, some grasshoppers chowed down on these crunchy treats and
decided to take out most of the state of Illinois!

JUNE 12TH
The Mysterians (COLOR) 1957
Bird, Zelda andTheo present this Japanese science fiction classic rarely
seen, directed by the great Ishirō Honda.The film begins with an
investigation into how an entire village can be destroyed. Could it be a
giant robot, who is then destroyed by the military? Seems like this robot
was an alien! That means an alien race known as the Mysterians arrive,
declaring they have taken some Earth women captive demanding that they
have the right to marry them. Call the Justice of the Peace!

JUNE 19TH
First Spaceship on Venus (COLOR) 1960
Blast off with this international space age favorite! After finding an ancient,
long-buried flight recorder that originally came from a spaceship launched
fromVenus, a human spaceship is dispatched there.The crew discovers a
long-deadVenusian civilization that had constructed a device intended to
destroy all life on Earth prior to invasion.What happened to their plan?
This East German/Polish color science fiction film is based on the 1951
science fiction novelThe Astronauts by Polish science fiction writer
Stanisław Lem. It was directed by Kurt Maetzig, and stars Günther Simon,
Julius Ongewe andYokoTani.

JUNE 26TH
Cat Women On The Moon (B&W) 1953
Cats and chicks, our beatnik movie pals present this independent three-
dimensional science-fiction treat, produced by Jack Rabin and Al Zimbalist,
directed by Arthur Hilton, that stars SonnyTufts,Victor Jory, and Marie
Windsor. Seems some women in black tights have nothing better to do
than hang out and lure astronauts, with music by the great Elmer
Bernstein! Dig it!
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